Each year at St Cecilia’s we celebrate NAIDOC WEEK. This week provides the opportunity for all students to learn more about Aboriginal Culture.

On Tuesday, we had a visit from David Peachey. David is a former rugby League player.

On Wednesday, children rotated through different activities in their class blocks to learn a little more about Indigenous culture. There was a range of activities from story telling and weaving to making humpies and traditional games.

On Thursday, the Year Three class presented a NAIDOC Assembly, telling us the history behind NAIDOC Week and explaining the theme for this year. After assembly, we all went down to the oval to see traditional cooking organised by Ms Walker. We were fortunate to have Ms Walker’s brother, Warren who captured, prepared and came and cooked the kangaroo tails and stew, bush turkey and damper for students and staff to experience. Thank you to Ms Walker & Warren Walker for organising the traditional cooking feast!

To finish the week, students from Kindy to Year Six attended the Pundulmurra Tafe Open Day where they saw displays, watched traditional dance and participated in activities.
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